Remission of insulin requirement in late secondary failure to oral hypoglycemic agents (IRD): results at 24 months and analysis of predictive factors.
Over the last four years, we have done a prospective study of insulin requiring diabetes (IRD). We offered 59 patients insulin therapy during 10 to 14 days by means of continuous subcutaneous insulin injection with the help of a pump in order to maintain the patient under oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA). We divided our population into two characteristic groups and isolated parameters that were predictive of post-insulin therapy evolution by means of C peptide assays. In one group, in 50% of cases, endogenous insulin production appeared impaired and could not be restored by insulin therapy. The patients in this group suffered a renewed drug failure within 3 months. In the other group, 50% of cases, endogenous insulin production was preserved and the CP/blood glucose level ratio improved. On insulin treatment interruption, we observed a significantly improved fasting blood glucose level and we observed decreased insulin needs. The patients, who were probably insulin resistant, suffered only late failures or went into remission, often for longer than one year. The data bring us to the logical conclusion of IRD heterogeneity. Only some of these patients can benefit from temporary insulin therapy and the remission attempt should be limited to them.